A HOT SUMMER OF CULTURE, SPECTACLE AND FUN!

... and they’re having winter fun in the southern hemisphere Newcastle too!

It’s been a hot summer so far, and - outdoors or indoors - the entertainment on offer to people in our Newcastle’s has been pretty hot too.

Newcastle, Ontario, Canada welcomed visitors to its annual arts show, the Shinshiro jazz festival was greatly enjoyed, as was Akhaltsikhe’s festival of St Shalva; Neuburg’s Summer Academy is under way and better than ever. Nyborg’s medieval festival and flea market both saw large crowds, and good weather blessed “The Hoppings” Town Moor festival in June in Newcastle upon Tyne, where the Great Exhibition of the North continues until September.

It’s been another successful Neuchâtel International Fantasy Film Festival in our Swiss “Newcastle” – over 44,000 festival-goers enjoyed a huge diversity of films. Gaspar Noé’s film “Climax” won the main award for best fantastic feature film. Jaunpils took an active part in Latvia’s huge national Song and Dance Festival, Neuburg had the Wilbur Wright Birthplace Festival and 14th July saw New Castle Pennsylvania’s Fireworks Festival and Freedom Fair.

COUNTDOWN TO THE CONFERENCE...

We’re now only two months away from our 20th anniversary conference (3-9 October) in Shinshiro, Japan. It’ll be a great chance to renew friendships and make new ones, to review progress and to put in place new ways of working and new projects to take us forward to the 2020 conference in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. We’ll look at culture, education, business and tourism and, guided by delegates at the parallel youth gathering, we’ll test out best practice in youth engagement/collaboration. And we’ll have the chance to explore and enjoy the unique hospitality and cultural experience of Japan, including time at the world heritage city of Kyoto.

Do share any ideas or questions that you may have via David or Zelie, including about attending the conference.

Contact your Newcastle team for information, ideas or help:

ZELIE GUERIN: zelie@zelieguerin.com (for project management, tourism, business)
DAVID FAULKNER: newcastlesoftheworld@gmail.com (communications, development of the alliance, general enquiries)
PEOPLE

The new Mayor (President of the Council) of Kota Bharu, our “Newcastle” in Malaysia, is Mr Ahmad Robert bin Abdul Rahim, a State of Kelantan civil service officer and previously District Officer for the Kota Bharu district. He was born in Kota Bharu in 1961 and has set ambitious new targets for the success of “Visit Kota Bharu Year 2018 “with several beautification and cleaning programmes for the city of Kota Bharu. Before this he was appointed to several top posts in government agencies such as such as Director of Kelantan Museum and Director of Kelantan Islamic Foundation.

TAKING OVER AT THE TOP

The City Council of Neuchâtel, our Newcastle” in Switzerland, appointed its political leadership for the 2018-2019 administrative period. Ms Christine Gaillard takes over the presidency until the summer of 2019. Mr Thomas Facchinetti becomes Vice-President. The distribution of cabinet responsibilities remains unchanged. Mr Fabio Bongiovanni, who has now completed his year as président, is in charge of Finance, Human Resources and Economy, Ms Violaine Blétry-de Montmollin is Director of the Agglomeration, Infrastructures and Security, and Ms Anne-Françoise Loup is responsible for the Education, Health and Social Action. Ms Gaillard is responsible for Urban Development, Mobility and Environment. We wish her well for the year ahead!

MINISTER ENCOURAGES SPORT IN SCHOOLS

Minister of Education, Research and Sports of the Slovak Republic, Martina Lubyová, visited Nové Zámky. Together with the Minister there were also other special guests, Member of the National Council of the Slovak Republic Eva Smolíková, Director of the Press Department of Communications and the Ministry of Education SR Riu Feik Achberger and Director of the State Inspectorate in Nitra Zdenka Farkašová. Director of the elementary school Iveta Rajčániová and the mayor of the town of Nové Zámky Otokar Klein welcomed the delegation to the local elementary school.

The meeting took place at G. Bethlen's Primary School, on the occasion of the transfer of sports aids to selected schools in Nové Zámky district. The Minister visited professional classrooms, a multifunctional playground, a skating - rink and a gym.

CONSUL’S VISIT TO JAUNPILS

Steven Gillie, the Honorary Consul of the Republic of Latvia in the UK, based in Newcastle upon Tyne, visited Jaunpils in early July. The aim was to become acquainted with the strengthening of the Jaunpils region and further cooperation, as well as the development of new cooperation projects. During the visit, accompanied by his wife Dawn, the Honorary Consul met chairwoman of Jaunpils council Līgita Gintere, Head of the Development Department, Vija Zīverte, and Head of Public Relations and Tourism department Baiba Rasa, to learn about the functions, management, implemented and planned projects of the municipality. At the medieval castle, he met castle director Kristina Liepiņa. During the visit various business promotion issues were discussed, also the development of the tourism sector. The Consul visited "Jaunpils beer" Ltd, and visited the Dairy Factory, to discuss potential cooperation for expansion of the export market in the UK.

Later in the month, another visitor from Newcastle UK, Sue Wilson, called in to meet our colleagues in Jaunpils. Both Steve and Sue (immediate left photo) seemed attracted to the armoury in the castle!
What did you do before you entered politics?
After completing law studies at the university of Regensburg and obtaining a doctor’s degree (LLD) I worked for the Bavarian Office of Justice as judge and public prosecutor in Neuburg and Ingolstadt for 13 years.

What made you want to become a politician? How did it happen?
Actually, I wanted to continue working as a judge because my father was a judge, too. However, I was approached by several people in Neuburg to run for mayor. So in 1990 I decided to run as candidate of the Conservative Party (CSU) for mayorship for the first time but lost the election by a small number of votes. At the same time I was, however, elected as councillor and held the office of chairman of the CSU for six years. Then, at the next election in 2002 I was elected as mayor and afterwards re-elected twice, in 2008 and 2014, with the present term ending in May 2020. Being asked by my party, I have just decided to run as mayor for the fourth time at the election in March 2020.

What achievements are you most proud of for your city?
There have been big changes in Neuburg in the past 16 years since I assumed responsibility for our town. We have built new kindergartens and schools, new roads and improved the infrastructure as Neuburg has had a very strong influx of new citizens. Nevertheless, we were able to reduce the debt level as we received considerable state subsidies for our building projects. This applies especially to the flood protection measures, which were enlarged and completed after the flooding in 1999 at a total cost of 22.5 million Euros. I am especially proud that we, in concert with other agencies, succeeded in the car company AUDI establishing a branch of their works in Neuburg, the AUDI Driving Experience Centre and the AUDI Motorsports Division.

What are the biggest challenges facing Neuburg?
In my view, our biggest challenge is the enormous growth in population and the increasing needs of the infrastructure, child care, streets, schools - issues that we are confronted with daily. Therefore, it is very important that our biggest projects, the establishment of a campus of the Technical University Ingolstadt here in Neuburg and the by-pass of Neuburg together with a second bridge across the Danube, are moved forward quickly to make Neuburg even more likeable and a community worth living in. I am especially proud that Neuburg widely enjoys a reputation as a city with an excellent range of cultural activities, which you often find only in much larger cities.

What are your other interests?
I am lucky to say that I have a lot of different interests. I like playing football and tennis and enjoy the time which I can spend with my family. At the weekend - time permitting - I like cooking, and playing the piano now and then.

What are your hopes for the Newcastle Alliance?
The Newcastle Alliance offers an excellent opportunity to compare the interests, concerns, problems and prospects of other cities around the globe, but also to learn from each other and to promote international exchange. Cities which just by chance carry the same name can join to further and realize common projects like the Newcastle Passport. I think it is not only a great chance to cultivate the community but also to find ways how to solve problems which arise in communities like ours.

What would you say to persuade people to come and visit Neuburg?
If I had to persuade somebody to visit Neuburg I would refer to the Museum of Flemish Baroque paintings in our castle, part of our wide-ranging excellent cultural and sport activities. As Neuburg is embedded in a wonderful landscape it offers numerous recreational activities like the certified bike trail along the Danube. Another asset is its Bavarian and international gastronomy - all of which makes a visit to Neuburg more than worthwhile!
For junior visitors to the 13th Century castle in Nove Hrady, Czech Republic, a big attraction is the children's tour of the famous building with historic figure Countess Therese, accompanied by her maid. The life of the countess at the castle and of the subjects there is brought closer to the children, together with explanations of the history and role of the castle. The tours include crossbow shooting and every child participant can strike his own memorial coin of the castle in Novohradsky silver!

Sharing, Learning - And Valuing the Friendships

A party from Neuburg an der Donau (our "Newcastle" in Bavaria, Germany) visited Nyborg (the Danish "Newcastle") for the big Danehof medieval market and festival over the first weekend in July - returning the visit that Nyborg made to the Neuburg castle festival last summer. This is what Newcastles of the World does well - linking people and places with common interests as well as the same name, to share experiences and best practice, whilst making lasting friendships.

Danehof is the most authentic medieval festival in Denmark and was again a huge success with an estimated 35,000 visitors experiencing the attractions of “The Kingdom of the Heart of Denmark”. Particularly special are the Knights jousting with lances on horseback in the tournament arena, which is located in the original royal landscaped tournament arena from the medieval ages.

Celebrating the 30th anniversary of the partnership "The German Danube" in Neuburg

In 1988, cities and districts along the German Danube, from Donaueschingen to Passau, set up the working partnership “German Danube”. The idea of its members was to create a continuous bike trail along the Danube, away from motorways, managed by an office in the district of Neuburg-Schrobenhausen. In May 1991, the last section of the bike trail was completed with the trail now running from Donaueschingen to Passau. One of the many other tasks of the partnership was its marketing to tourists. Overall, the Danube stretches from Donaueschingen, where it has its spring, to its delta at the Black Sea, covering 2,850 kilometres and touching countries, like Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria and Romania.

In research carried out in 2017 the Danube bike trail ranks in the 4th place among the most popular German bike trails and was awarded 4 stars. It is part of the Euro-Velo-Route EV6, running from the Atlantic to the Black Sea, and part of the D-Route D 6 from Basle to Passau.

The city of Neuburg will celebrate the partnership’s 30th anniversary this year, with a special cultural programme “The Danube in word, sound and picture” featuring many concerts, readings, street theatres and other performances that highlight the River Danube in its many different aspects.

Nyborg Castle World Heritage Status Comes One Step Closer

As reported before, Nyborg Municipality and Østfyns Museums have been aiming to make Nyborg Castle and City a worthy candidate for UNESCO's World Heritage List since 2011. At the end of June, the national Slots-og Kulturstyrelsens (the governing agency) recognised that Nyborg Castle and City is a worthy candidate. The agency has assessed the range of applications for the Danish entry list for UNESCO's World Heritage List, the so-called tentative list; it has emphasized that the proposals listed on the schedule of candidates are also very likely to achieve the final entry on the World Heritage List of the inalienable natural and cultural heritage of the world.

Therefore, only very few have initially gained space on the tentative list, while a few more - including Nyborg - have been selected by the agency for further processing in order to be able to attend the preliminary list soon. The agency has informed the municipality of Nyborg and Østfyns Museums that immediately after the summer holiday, they wish to see discussions about the final development and targeting of the application. The final application for UNESCO must be submitted in 2021.
As part of NAIDOC Week's opening celebrations, Newcastle City Council and community partners launched virtual reality (VR) technology to transport viewers back in time to when Awabakal and Worimi people lived traditionally within the local lands of Newcastle.

Using a virtual reality headset or a smart phone, the “Niiarrnumber Burrai”, or “Our Country”, video immerses the viewer in Newcastle's landscape prior to European settlement with Elder characters sharing knowledge of their significant places, their traditional names and cultural stories. Check it out here: https://youtu.be/fbMqrQd2FsI

In celebration of this year’s NAIDOC theme “Because of Her, We Can!” and in partnership with Council, Awabakal recognises Aboriginal women of the Hunter communities who have made valuable contributions to the Awabakal people. An exhibition is on display at Wallsend Library through to early August.

A new project - “Muloobinba Map: A tour of the Aboriginal stories and objects in Newcastle Museum” was also launched, guiding visitors through significant local Aboriginal stories represented in the Museum, highlighting cherished local objects, stories and people in the collection.

The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers in central Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, which houses a huge archive of the industrial revolution, will be restored with a £4.1m (4.5m euros) grant from the national Heritage Lottery Fund.

The Institute, founded in 1852, was the first professional mining institute in the world, aiming to “advance the science and art of mining” and to bring down the death toll and accidents in the industry.

This cash injection will revitalise the Grade II-listed building and digitise the largest single collection of mining material in the world. The Institute will become the Common Room for the Great North, a public space telling the story of the North East’s industrial past, and inspiring the next generation of engineers and innovators. A range of public spaces will provide space for educational workshops and lectures. The North of England The Mining Institute is dedicated to the research and preservation of knowledge relating to mining and mechanical engineering. Founded in 1852, its library, named after the first President Nicholas Wood contains more than twenty thousand volumes of technical literature, in the fields of mining, geology, mechanical engineering, government blue books, mine rescue, mineralogy, mineral chemistry, mining statistics, mining law, seismology and other related topics.

The Fort Amiel museum of Newcastle, South Africa hosted a commemorative event, including re-enactment, at Haggards Hilldrop House recently, the theme being the Anglo Zulu War and the first Anglo Boer war. In its original role, the museum played an important part in the history of the area. It was built in 1876 by Major Charles Frederick Amiel and soldiers of the 80th Staffordshire Volunteers as a fort and "look-out post", for the British during the run up to the annexation of the former Transvaal and the Zulu War.

Later, during the First Boer War it was used as a garrison for the King's Own Royal Regiment and also served as a depot, transit camp and hospital. The fort is positioned on a knoll overlooking the original wagon drift across the Ncandu River. It has majestic views of the Drakensberg mountain range and the town of Newcastle.

The fort and surroundings, including a graveyard below the knoll fell into disuse for many years. In 1979 the site was declared a National Monument and restoration work began after the discovery of the original plans for the fort were discovered during this period in a London Museum. The restoration work was undertaken by the visionary Newcastle Municipality and in conjunction with the Natal Museum Services.

Today, Fort Amiel houses an historic/cultural museum. Military displays are of the two Anglo-Boer Wars. There is a wonderful cookhouse re-construction, this shows a typical British Army Base found in the 1880s. An addition to the fort and museum is a Zulu umuzi (hut) with a detailed interior.
To mark the centenary of the ending of the First World War, an important conference, **Borders as a Result of War**, took place in **Nové Hrady, Czech Republic** from 3rd to 5th of May 2018.

The conference was an Interreg/EU-supported programme, part of the Danube Transnational Programme/Networld project, “Networking in Preserving the First World War - Multicultural Heritage in the Danube Countries”.

The focus of the conference was on how the First World War (WW1) impacted the soldiers at the front and in particular the civilians along the front but also in the homelands. Attention was given also how matters changed after the end of the war with the new independent states.

Forty adults and four youths signed up for the conference. Adult participants included Networld Project Partners, Associated Partners and history and educational professionals from Austria (1), Bulgaria (3), Hungary (2), Slovenia (5), and the Czech Republic (29). Two of the youths were from the regional school for vocational education involved in constructing the new WW1 memorial as part of the Networld project.

Several of the lectures showed the significant impact the mobilisation and war years had on the local population far away from the fronts, including restrictions of specific foods through food stamps and women as workforce.

There were also exhibitions “Moments of War” (courtesy Muzeum Jindřichohradecka) and “Memories of the Soca Front” (courtesy Embassy of the Republic of Slovenia in Prague) on display in the venue, plus excursions to the to the open-air Border Museum on the Czech-Austrian border and to the Museum of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice to see the exhibition “World War I - years of destruction and pain”.

As part of the event there was also ceremony at Nové Hrady cemetery to unveil a new monument in honour of the soldiers from the region fallen during WW1. The monument was made by local blacksmith Daniel Cerny as part of the Networld project (WP4).

We congratulate Nové Hrady on signing to be such an active part of this programme and hosting what was clearly such a successful conference. Our photos show (top) Nové Hrady Mayor Vladimir Hokr giving his talk on the impact of mobilization on the Nove Hrady municipality; (middle) conference host Robert Dulfer and Mayor Vladimir Hokr answering questions; (bottom) the exhibition.


---

**A MONUMENT TO NEWCASTLE’S COAL HERITAGE**

Many of our "Newcastles" have historical associations with the coal industry. **Newcastle, Australia** has what is known as its "coal monument" (officially the Jubilee Monument) which has been refurbished and newly reinstalled at the end of July in Parnell Place Park (just 70m from its original location) to mark the opening of Local Government Week.

Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes joined former Lord Mayors John McNaughton and John Tate to rededicate the monument, which was originally erected to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Municipality of Newcastle's incorporation and signal the city's enduring connection to the coal industry.

"It's wonderful to see the monument take pride of place once again in Parnell Place Park, where it can be enjoyed by the community and visitors to our city," the Lord Mayor said. "Stonework on this monument has been repaired and, where necessary, replaced, while its copper plaques depicting the city's mining history have also been restored". 
CULTURE

“Astley’s Astounding Adventures!”

An action-packed production, created and performed at the wonderful New Vic Theatre of Newcastle-under-Lyme, UK, tells the story of the local man who invented big-top circus entertainment 250 years ago and has been bringing in the crowds and impressive reviews during July.

This is the legacy of Philip Astley (1742-1814), carpenter’s son, equestrian extraordinaire, decorated veteran and, 250 years ago, instigator of that 42ft diameter of infinite possibilities, the circus ring.

Director Theresa Heskins celebrates this anniversary in the town of Astley’s birth by mounting a production that playfully co-opts the imaginations of her audiences to present impossible-seeming, circus-style thrills and spills. Here we “see” a daredevil rider perform acrobatics on a galloping horse; a trick pony performs a mind-reading act; Astley himself, mounted on a moving steed, shoot apples with his pistols … Not everything is imaginary. Circus performers, musicians and actors in the 18-strong team of players deliver real tumbling, juggling and clowning. More than skilful, this is also dramatically effective, especially in the falling-in-love duet between Nicholas Richardson’s Astley and Danielle Bird (as Patty Jones), a daringly executed, deeply moving aerial act performed between two long red silks flowing from the flies.

Thanks to The Guardian for this review and Photograph from Clara Lou Photography

DENMARK’S OLDEST AND BEST!

Nyborg Voldspil is Denmark’s oldest open air theatre, started in 1939 by a joint collaboration among the youth associations in Nyborg (“Newcastle”). The main activity was the annual open-air performance on the old ravine at Nyborg Castle. The performances were later moved away from the castle and a popular musical or operetta has been performed every year with annual participation of a total of around 300 volunteers on and behind the stage.

This summer it’s the Hollywood classic “Singin’ in the Rain” – not an omen we hope!

40th anniversary of Neuburg Summer Academy

A record number of 600 people - adults, youngsters and children - have registered for one of the 37 courses of this year’s Summer Academy, one of the oldest in Germany, which runs until August 11. The academy offered a multi-faceted forum for creativity of all kinds in areas of fine arts, jazz, classical early music and theatre. Highlights this year include André Monde De Lang’s gospel choir workshop.

Mayor Dr Bernhard Gmehling said "Retaining elements that have proved their worth and introducing exciting innovations such as the chamber music marathon - that is the secret of the success of our two-week cultural and learning event". This attractive offer is rounded off by a children’s academy, which is always well-attended, and a youth studio.

Two Newcastles - but there’s room for more to join in!

Curious Monkey Theatre Company, Newcastle upon Tyne and Newcastle Arts Development Organisation, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa have been collaborating for two years on the "Two Newcastles" project, and in early June presented a work on Tyneside that they have created together called " This World Here…Nomhlaba Le". It’s a journey to a new world full of song and discovery. When faced with a new culture, visiting a new place, what do you bring with you? What do you leave behind?

Original music is intertwined with traditional South African and Geordie (Newcastle) songs, verbatim testimony and storytelling about their lives, homes and experiences in two different Newcastles by the performers, exploring community and belonging, celebrating diversity and uncovering our unconscious biases.

Asking...where is home? To find out more: https://www.instagram.com/p/Bi2MZXpBSNQ/ This World Here…Nomhlaba Le was commissioned as a flagship cultural project of Newcastles of the World supported by International Newcastle. Funded by Arts Council England Grants for the Arts, Newcastle Municipality KZN, Department for Arts and Culture (South Africa) The Tyne & Wear Community Foundation (UK)

We hope the collaboration paves the way for other Newcastles to pair up in this way - we’ll be sharing how it has been done.
New Castle, Indiana, USA celebrated its annual Wilbur Wright Birthplace Festival on 17 and 18 June. Born near the city in 1867, Wilbur Wright was the elder brother of Orville Wright, with whom he developed the world's first successful airplane. On December 17, 1903, the Wright brothers succeeded in making the first free, controlled flight of a power-driven airplane - an extraordinary achievement, Wilbur flew the plane for 59 seconds over a distance of 852 feet.

So the Wright brothers are the “fathers of modern aviation”. New Castle is home to the Wilbur Wright Birthplace Museum and hosts a annual festival to commemorate this aviation pioneer.

http://www.wwbirthplace.com/

**Saint Shalva Festival in Akhaltsikhe, Georgia**

The people of Akhaltsikhe, our Newcastle in the Republic of Georgia, put on their annual celebration for Saint Shalva day on 30 June - the big day of the year for the city at the Rabati fortress, and the crowds came out again for this great event. Last year young people from Newcastle upon Tyne, UK and Newcastle, South Africa took part - maybe another “Newcastle” will next year?

The celebration is the feast day of Saint Shalva Akhaltsikheli, the most famous Georgian general who was executed in 1227 by the Khwarezmian (Persian) invaders for having refused to serve them and to denounce Christianity. He was a member of an influential noble family. Under the famous Queen Tamar of Georgia, ruler of the Caucasus during the golden age of Georgia, he held the post of Lord High Treasurer. Shalva distinguished himself, particularly in the Battle of Shamkor against the Seljuk atabek of Azerbaijan, 1195, when he fought in the vanguard and captured a war banner of the Caliph. In 1206/1207, he commanded a Georgian army that took Kars from the Seljuk Turks. At the Battle of Basian (1203) Shalva and his brother Ivane were put in command of Mesthetian vanguard and played a decisive role in the Georgian victory.

Ørbæk Marked – Denmark’s biggest flea market has taken place again in the Ørbæk, in Nyborg Municipality. Every year in mid-July there are more than 400 stalls and 5 tents with concerts and music, entertainment. There is also Denmark’s biggest mobile Tivoli. Over 100,000 people enjoy the attractions.

New Castle, Pennsylvania is the acknowledged “Fireworks Capital of America” and July 14th was one of the big community festival days when they proved it! Zambelli Fireworks Internationale and Pyrotecnico both got their starts in the mid 19th century in the New Castle area which was for a long time the largest producer of fireworks in the world. This year it was a Fireworks Festival and Freedom Fair and included live music, stilt walkers and magicians - and a hot dog eating contest - well it is America’s Hot Dog Capital too!

This was a truly novel idea - Shinshiro City in Japan) has a new city hall and before the old one is demolished they decided to have a cycle race - around the empty building and the site! The Mayor set them off.
L**atvia has just celebrated its great Song and Dance Festival which takes place every five years. Tens of thousands of singers and dancers from all over the country - including Jaunpils (Newcastle) - take part - below (right) is Jaunpils in the great parade through the capital Riga.

In Latvia there is a powerful choral music and folk dancing tradition that began in the mid-19th century. As the years have passed, it has evolved into something more than a mere "musical activity"; it is a manifestation of patriotism, an aid in consolidating the people. And this year, 2018, is special, being the centenary of Latvian independence, so the festival has been bigger and better than ever. This celebration with its SCALE, quality and diversity is a unique event on a world scale; therefore it has been included in the UNESCO list of Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.

The most important aspect of the week-long celebration is the enormous choir concert, its artistic quality based on the a cappella tradition of singing. The celebration that grew up around this singing tradition has become an ambitious and multifaceted event that incorporates a variety of artistic genres and forms of expression—the choir movement and tradition of singing together; folk dancing and the enormous joint-ensemble dance concerts; instrumental music, brass band shows and kokle concerts; choir, dance, and brass band competitions, performances by folklore ensembles, as well as exhibitions of traditional crafts and applied art. New traditions of singing and dancing have been added during the 145-year history of the song festival: gatherings of men’s choirs, women’s choirs, and boys’ choirs, the Youth Song and Dance Celebration, a gathering of brass bands.

And there’s a special Jaunpils connection through KRIŠJĀNIS BARONS, born in Jaunpils in 1835 and known as the "father of the dainas" (Latvia’s traditional form of song and poetry) thanks largely to his systematisation of the Latvian folk songs and his labour in preparing their texts for publication. His portrait appeared on the 100-lat banknote prior to the Lat being replaced by the Euro in 2014, his being the only human face of an actual person on modern Latvian currency. Barons was prominent among the “Young Latvians” (intellectual movement of the first “awakening of Latvian nationalism), and also an important writer and editor.

**CAN NEUBURG BECOME “A LITTLE OXFORD”?**

More about the exciting academic developments in Neuburg an der Donau. Bavarian Prime Minister Markus Söder has visited from Munich to confirm that the State will invest 120 million euros in the spin-off of the Technical University of Ingolstadt. In our photo, Mayor Bernhard Gmehling (right) shows Mr Söder the planning model. TH President Prof. Walter Schober (centre) sees the future Neuburg spin-off as a strengthening of the regional university landscape.

The training company for civil engineering should start in the winter semester 2020/21 in temporary premises. From 2023 (after removal of the asylum seekers hostel) development will follow quickly: lecture halls, laboratories, research institutions. The old brick buildings remain as dormitory and offices. In the following three years "we want to have 500 students in Neuburg," says Prof. Schober. It should be 1200 students by 2027, then possibly 2000 by 2033. The outskirts of Neuburg fit perfectly into the wider strategy as a university for the whole region.

Mayor Gmehling was delighted to note that the state government is implementing all the goals that had been formulated for Neuburg back in 2015. In 2019, for example, a Europe-wide architectural competition is planned for the Campus. Prime Minister Markus Söder is certain that the university will change the city and its surrounding area positively. Setting up innovation centres in rural as well as urban areas is the goal of the state government. The campus should enable studying, living and working in one location - "technically and digitally networked, but staying locally in the region." The campus will have guest house, 250 dormitories, recreational facilities, start-ups and 115 posts in the first phase. In the future, young people will learn about construction, energy, the environment and will be able to take six bachelor's and master's degree courses. Prime Minister Söder said: "soon, engineers from Neuburg will be able to build the smart city."
In Newcastle, Australia, live music, markets and a University of Newcastle creative technology “lab” will transform Newcastle Station when the historic landmark reopens to the public in September. “Renew Newcastle” general manager Christopher Saunders told a Newcastle Tourism Industry Group meeting on Wednesday that the station’s restored buildings would also house a retail space for up to 100 producers of “high-end”, hand-made local goods, a cafe and a bar.

The NSW Government and Newcastle City Council have announced an $11m partnership to overhaul South Newcastle Beach below Shortland Esplanade. A $5 million grant from the NSW Government will see the creation of an accessible skate bowl, modern kiosk and outdoor gym, along with tiered seating and shade shelters (see photo).

It’s sad to record the passing of this great figure from the world of modern art. Councillor Aaron Dicken, of New Castle, Indiana (Robert’s town of birth) met him in 2015 - see https://newcastlesoftheworld.com/ for his tribute to Robert’s life and legacy.

A giant hopping hare is the latest sculpture inspired by the natural world to be unveiled in Newcastle-under-Lyme, UK. The ‘patchwork’ steel structure was installed on a traffic island close to the town centre. It was created by world-renowned sculptor Andy Edwards, who is most famous for The Beatles statue in Liverpool and the Christmas Truce sculpture in Belgium. He worked with two apprentices for three months to turn his design into reality. The hare joins three other installations of a trout, buzzard and bee which have all been commissioned by Newcastle Borough Council. Andy said: “The sculpture is made from 7,500 recycled pieces of metal which creates the patchwork effect. It has then been galvanized to protect it from the elements”

On July 18th, across the world, it was Mandela Day, celebrating through public service and volunteering the life of this man who was of such influence (globally as well as in his native South Africa) in the cause of freedom and justice, reconciliation and nation-building. And more than that, it was the centenary of his birth. It’s good to show just a few of the many community activities helping the disadvantaged that took place in our Newcastle in South Africa, with businesses, public service organisations, churches and even the local newspaper - thanks to the Newcastle Advertiser for the photos and stories, and for their own efforts.

On Mandela Day people from all over Newcastle felt the Madiba Magic as they spent 67 minutes (representing his 67 years of service as a free man or imprisoned) giving back to the community. Stucky Motors spent its 67 minutes at Esperanza Special Needs School handing out cakes, sweets as well as beanies to keep the kids snug this winter. Cleaning supplies and life skills necessities were also donated to the school. The company said “We were touched by the smiles we brought to their faces on this day.”

Newcastle Advertiser hosted a soup kitchen-drive, and spent 67 minutes with the homeless community having been collecting blankets and winter clothing for the Newcastle Advertiser Winter Drive. Newcastle’s Police spent its 67 minutes by making the lives of the elderly in Ballangeich a little easier presenting the seniors with two blankets each as well as food parcels, Captain Jabulani Neube said the day was attended by the Newcastle Chinese CPF and Chinese Chamber of Commerce, who helped with donations, and had fun participating in a Zulu dance.
NOVELTEA is a Newcastle upon Tyne-based alcoholic tea brand, embarking on an export growth strategy for markets in USA, Australia, Japan, France, Switzerland, Austria and Singapore. NOVELTEA specialise in tea mixology and is the first brand to cold-brew and infuse tea with a matching spirit of either gin, rum or whisky. NOVELTEA, which counts famous London store Harrods on its list of stockists, exports to Germany, Hong Kong and China and has received interest from Michelin star restaurants within 15 months of trading. In May 2018, NOVELTEA was the only European brand to collect a global innovation award from SIAL China, the world’s third largest food and beverage trade fair. The accolade saw NOVELTEA beat over 600 brand submissions from around the world and will see the alcoholic teas showcased in Brazil, Canada, Philippines, Abu Dhabi and Paris.

Enthusiasts can choose from two NOVELTEA flavours — The Tale of Earl Grey (Earl Grey tea infused with British gin) or The Tale of Tangier (green tea infused with white rum). Each blend is brewed for up to eight hours during a process that draws bitter tannins away from the teas to enhance flavour. Only loose-leaf tea and premium alcoholic spirits are used in the mix of the tea tales which are vegan-friendly and contain no extracts, artificial colours or flavourings.

Earl Grey was a 19th Century British Prime Minister from the area north of Newcastle upon Tyne – he looks down over the city centre of Newcastle from his 40m high pedestal – but he’s probably more famous across the world for the tea blend with which he is associated.

A 20-million-Euro Project in the centre of Neuburg

The VR Bank Neuburg has announced that after moving its administration to a new building to tear down the present building on the Schrannen-Square in the centre of the city and replace it by a new one. It will offer 2,500 square meters to regional and national businesses, including a hotel with a hundred beds and a tower-like building, 22 metres high, at its northern side with a sky-lounge from which you can enjoy the view of the Danube and the castle. An underground garage will provide parking spaces for 55 cars.

VR Bank Neuburg-Rain eG is a cooperative bank in Bavaria. With 16 branches in Neuburg (where it has its head office), Rain am Lech and the surrounding area, it is the largest independent cooperative bank in the district of Neuburg-Schrobenhausen. VR Bank Neuburg-Rain was created in 2016 through the merger of Raiffeisenbank-Volksbank Neuburg / Donau eG with Raiffeisenbank Rain am Lech eG.

KULA TO OPEN NEW PLANT IN AKHALTSIKHE

KULA cannery, Kula, which produces ecologically clean fruit and vegetable juices, plans to open a new plant in Akhaltsikhe, Georgia in autumn, with an initial investment of two million US dollars.

The new plant will make focus on production of bio products, principally, production of juices, which is a comparatively and more costly sophisticated process. Sugar-free juices are very popular worldwide, including in Georgia and the products will be marketed both domestically and for export.

The company will buy its raw materials locally.

ABOUT NEWCASTLES OF THE WORLD

There are more than 100 different “Newcastles” or “New Castles” around the globe, in many different countries and different languages. It was the mayor of one of them, in Shinshiro, Japan, who took the initiative to bring the Newcastles together via the Newcastles of the World summit in 1998.

Subsequent gatherings were held in Neuchâtel, Switzerland in 2000, USA (New Castles of Indiana & Pennsylvania) 2002, South Africa 2004 and 2010, UK 2006 (Newcastle-under-Lyme) and 2012 (Newcastle upon Tyne), Germany (Neuburg) in 2008, Nové Hrady (Czech Republic) in 2014 and Newcastle, Ontario, Canada in 2016. The aim of Newcastles of the World is to foster links of friendship, culture, education, business and tourism between us all.
THE WORLD CUP WAS WON BY …. NOVÉ ZÁMKY!

Students from the grammar school in Nové Zámky, Slovakia were successful in the Robotics World Cup called RoboCup Junior 2018, which was held from June 16-22 in Montreal, Canada. Students Michal Tuchyňa, Norbert Széll, Barbora Bardoňová, Roman Imrich Višňovský, Štefan Čomor and their mentor, Marián Otruba, took the highest position in "OnStage Advance" category with a "robo-dragon" project, defeating 22 other teams from around the world. So after domestic successes in Slovakia, the young team achieved another, more notable aim. The RoboCup Federation inspires students, from age 11 through to postdoctoral research and development level, to excel in the industries of science, technology, engineering, arts and maths through robotics.

Welcome to Mariam!

On July 19th at Toyo Elementary School, Shinshiro, an international exchange class took place with Newcastle Canada via skype. And it was all linked to the forthcoming Newcastle Alliance Conference in October.

The teacher and class, with Carole Marullaz our Newcastles of the World placement from Neuchâtel (left in the photo) supporting, interacted with Jennifer and Ashley representing the partner Newcastle in Canada. It was held as part of the 5th grade and 6th grade English class, using photos and maps as well as skype. From Shinshiro it was possible to explain about the town and the school in English.

Everyone agreed - “Canada and Japan are very far away, so it’s nice to be able to interact with them”

We’re delighted that Mariam Pasm-sm-Conteh has joined us on a month-long internship. Mariam has been involved with Newcastles of the World for the last six years in a range of capacities, including her previous role in the Youth Council. As part of the Newcastle upon Tyne youth delegation she participated in the bi-annual conference in Newcastle, Canada, 2016, and the first global youth conference held by Shinshiro in 2017. She is looking forward to taking part in the 20th Anniversary conference in Shinshiro this October. Mariam has recently graduated from Oxford Brookes University with a BA Hons in LLB Law.

YOUTH

Nové Hrady, our "Newcastle" in South Bohemia in the Czech Republic, is only one kilometre from the border with Austria, so it’s good to see children from the two countries getting together for this project (left)

The children of Shinshiro City will be in no doubt about the Newcastles of the World conference being in their city this summer - they are hearing about it from the Mayor at City Hall, making a welcome video message and contributing to an exhibition.

Summer students with the “Gift of Art” gallery stepped in to organise a community Canada Day event for Newcastle after a risk that the traditional celebrations on July 1st would not take place this year. Pictured left to right are Mackenzie Fitzpatrick, Kailey Twaddle, Vashni Russel, Trixia Mendoza, Cordelia Adams and Bea Quitilen. The girls credit Russel for getting them involved in this project. Thanks to the Orono Times for the photo.
BUTTER TARTS

The Collins English Dictionary describes it as one of the few pastries with a genuinely Canadian origin. A butter tart is a small pastry tart, which generally consists of butter, sugar, syrup, and egg, filled into a flaky pastry and baked until the filling is semi-solid with a crunchy top. The first published recipe was in 1900 but the origin is believed to be much older, most likely the result of the filles du roi (King’s Daughters), in which approximately 800 young women were sent to Québec from France between 1663 and 1673 to help colonise. These young ladies brought with them their traditional European recipes but were forced to adapt them according to what was available. The sugar pie, a single-crust pie with a filling made from flour, butter, salt, vanilla, and cream, is a likely precursor to the butter tart.

Ingredients - for a serving of 16: 1/2 cup of raisins; 1/4 cup soft butter; 1/4 cup packed brown sugar; 1 pinch of salt; 1/2 cup of corn syrup; 1 egg, lightly beaten; 1/2 teaspoon of vanilla extract.

Pastry Method 1. Blend all ingredients except water in a food processor to form pea-sized granules of butter. Slowly add ice water until dough comes together. Divide dough into 2 round disks wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate for at least 1 hour.
2. Roll disk on floured surface into large circle and cut 6 circles approx 5”. Repeat.
3. Place pastry rounds into muffin tin.
4. Preheat oven to 400°F

Filling Method 1. Combine ingredients in a large measuring cup mix very well and pour into tart shells.
2. Bake at 400°F for 15 minutes, turn oven off and let bake for 10 minutes
3. Remove from oven let stand 5 minutes before twisting tarts to release them.

TOURTIÈRE

Filling Method
1. Combine ingredients in a large measuring cup mix very well and pour into tart shells.
2. Bake at 400°F for 15 minutes, turn oven off and let bake for 10 minutes
3. Remove from oven let stand 5 minutes before twisting tarts to release them.

Newcastle is a beautiful community located in the Municipality of Clarington. Clarington is one of eight Municipalities in Durham Region in southeastern Ontario, Canada. Newcastle is located about 80 km east of downtown Toronto.
The six day challenge attracted almost 200 participants, including from Thailand, China, India, Hong Kong and Brunei. In the centre with flag is Dato' Mejar Md Anizam Ab Rahman, Chairman for Culture, Heritage and Tourism for Kelantan Government.

"I've come a long way since my accident, to be here today, I'm so proud of myself," Lauren said. "I never thought I'd be doing triathlon this soon, let alone competing at a Commonwealth Games - a bronze medal just tops it off." In June she won her first overseas gold medal at the International Triathlon Union (ITU) Paratriathlon World Cup event in France - and she's already looking forward to the next big challenge – the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics.

The 14th Tour de Shinshiro (cycle race) took place in mid-July in the grounds of Shinshiro General Park. It’s a 2.6km/lap racing course “endurance” style - there are four categories - 2-hour Enduro, 3-hour Enduro, 5-hour Enduro, and “The King of Enduro” - won by Jyota Yamauchi.

This year’s Donau Classic (Danube Classic) car race took place from 21 to 23 June. Vintage car lovers in Neuburg an der Donau were able to see the cars on the final exciting day at Luftwaffe Squadron 74 in Air Base and also on the Danube Riverbank. The winners were Norbert Henglein and Günter Röthel in a Porsche 911 RSR. The oldest car taking part was a British Alvis Silver Eagle built in 1931.

The Rainforest Trophy is a warm up for the bigger Rainforest Challenge Malaysia which will take place in November 2018 in Kota Bharu.

Congratulations to the Neuchâtel Sports Rugby Club for its promotion to the elite of Swiss rugby for the first time in 17 years, after narrowly missing out over the past two years what has been a magnificent season this time. After the promotion of Neuchâtel Xamax FCS in the Super League (football), another sports club in the city has joined the national sporting elite!

In April 2017, Lauren Parker from Newcastle, New South Wales suffered a horrific accident when she was in training for the Ironman Australia Triathlon. Lauren now 29, was on her bike when both her tyres blew and sent her crashing into a guard rail. She sustained broken ribs, a punctured lung, broken pelvis and a broken back and was given only a one per cent chance of walking again. Amazingly, Lauren returned to the pool during rehabilitation and completed the swim leg of the Maitland Triathlon in November. The she turned her sights to paratriathlon.

On the back of just three months of training, and just a year after her accident, she achieved the unthinkable, winning a Commonwealth Games bronze medal in the women’s paratriathlon (750m swim, 20km bike (handcycle/tandem), 5km run (wheelchair)) on the Gold Coast in her home country. And she got to meet both the Prince of Wales, who opened the Commonwealth Games, and Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull - see photos below.

"I've come a long way since my accident, to be here today, I'm so proud of myself," Lauren said. "I never thought I'd be doing triathlon this soon, let alone competing at a Commonwealth Games - a bronze medal just tops it off." In June she won her first overseas gold medal at the International Triathlon Union (ITU) Paratriathlon World Cup event in France - and she’s already looking forward to the next big challenge – the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics.
Your Contacts in our main Partner Newcastles

Mayor, Shinshiro City, Government, Ryoo Hozumi, Shinshiro City Hall, 115 Higashirifune Shinshiro Aichi 441-1392 Japan Tel:+81-536-23-7696. Newcastles of the World contact: Rumi Matsushita, International Exchange Officer, Shinshiro City International Affairs Division Email: newcastle@city.shinshiro.lg.jp; matsushita-rumi@city.shinshiro.lg.jp

Mayor (Oberbürgermeister), Neuburg an der Donau – Dr Bernhard Gmehling, Stadt Neuburg an der Donau, Germany bernhard.gmehling@neuburg-donau.de http://www.neuburg-donau.de. Lead Councillor for Tourism and Partnerships: Bettina Haring Email: bettina.haring@gmx.de. Newcastles of the World contact – Marieluise Kühlner, Head of Tourism, email: marieluise.kuehln@neuburg-donau.de; also former councillor Walter Friemel, email: walter@friemel.net.

Président, Neuchâtel – Christine Gaillard, Conseil Communal, Fbg de l'Hôpital 2, 2000 Neuchâtel, Switzerland http://www.neuchatelville.ch. Email christine.gaillard@ne.ch; Rémy Voirol, chancelier, Remy.voirol@ne.ch. Copy to Evelyne Zehr, office of mayor and chancellor; Evelyne.Zehr@ne.ch; Newcastles of the World contact – Daniel Veuve, Chargé de Missions – email – daniel.veuve@ne.ch.


Mayor of Newcastle-under-Lyme (civic head)– Councillor Gill Heesom: Civic Offices, Merrial Street, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST5 2AG United Kingdom; tel 01782 717717. Leader of the Council (political leader): Councillor Simon Tagg; Email: simon.tagg@newcastle-staffs.gov.uk; Newcastles of the World contact– Geoff Durham, Mayor’s Secretary: Geoff.Durham@newcastle-staffs.gov.uk

Lord Mayor of Newcastle upon Tyne (civic head) – Councillor David Down lord.mayor@newcastle.gov.uk, Newcastle City Council, Civic Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE99 2BN, United Kingdom. Leader of the Council (political leader): Councillor Nick Forbes. nick.forbes@newcastle.gov.uk. Chief Executive: Pat Richie, pat.richie@newcastle.gov.uk. Newcastles of the World contacts – David Faulkner d.faulkner@sky.com tel 00 44 (0)191 284 5662 or 00 44 (0)7717 23600

Mayor of Clarington (includes Newcastle, Ontario, Canada) – Adrian Foster; mayor@clarington.net; http://www.clarington.net. Executive Assistant to the Mayor – Linda Coutu; email;lcoutu@clarington.net. Newcastles of the World contacts: Jill Richardson – jillrichardson@rogers.com; also Jen Stycuk, Community Development Programmer, Municipality of Clarington. jstycuk@clarington.net; Mayor of Nové Hrady, Czech Republic – Vladimir Hokr; vladimirhokr@novehrady.cz náměstí Republiky 46, 373 33 Nové Hrady, Tschechische Republik http://www.novehrady.cz; Newcastles of the World contact – Vladimir Hokr – contact as above; also Robert Dufler Email: dufler@rozmberk.org

Chairperson of Jaunpils Council – Ligita Gintere; ligita.gintere@jaunpils.lv. „Ērģelnieki”, Jaunpils, Jaunpils pagasts, Jaunpils novads, LV3145, LATVIA. Newcastles of the World contact – Baiba Rasa, PR Specialist Email: baiba.rasa@jaunpils.lv

Mayor of Nyborg, Denmark – Kenneth Muhs, Town Hall, Square 1, 5800 Nyborg, Denmark. Email:kmu@nyborg.dk Newcastles of the World contacts: Councillor Peter Wagner Mollerup:pwmb@nyborg.dk; Sanne Hofvenset Andresen, Turistchef/Tourism Manager, Bureaueft Nyborg, saha@nyborg.dk;

Lord Mayor, Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia – Nuatari Nelmes, The City of Newcastle, City Administration Centre, 282 King Street, Newcastle NSW 2300, PO Box 489, Newcastle 2300, Australia; Phone 02 4974 2000; lordmayor@ncc.nsw.gov.au; Newcastles of the World contacts: Bob Cook; bobcooknewcastle@gmail.com and Kate Baartz, Communications Manager – kbaartz@ncc.nsw.gov.au;

Akhaltsike, Georgia – Mayor of Akhaltsikhe: Zaza Melikidze c/o Akhaltsikhe Municipality, Merab Kostava str. # 18, Akhaltsike, 0800, Georgia, Email:akhaltsikhecityhall@gmail.com; Newcastles of the World contacts Levan Mikaberidze, Akhaltsikhe Municipality; email levani@hotmail.co.uk.

Mayor of New Castle, Indiana, USA – Greg York: greg-york@cityofnewcastle.net; PA to the Mayor is Kendra Kennedy: kendra-kennedy@cityofnewcastle.net; Newcastles of the World contact: Beverly Matthews, Chief Executive, Henry County Community Foundation: beverly@henrycountycf.org

Mayor of New Castle, Pennsylvania, USA – Anthony Mastrangelo: mayor@newcastlepa.org; PA to the Mayor – mayor-secretary@newcastlepa.org; Newcastles of the World contact: Janet Falotico, Visit Lawrence County; jfalotico@visitlawrencecounty.com

Mayor (Primator) of Nové Žmoky, Slovakia – Otokar Klein; primator@novezamyk.sk; Mestsky úrad Nové Žmoky, Hlavné námestie 10, 940 02 Nové Žmoky, Slovenská republika. tel. 035/ 6400 235. First Deputy Mayor: Lukas Stefanik- lukas.stefanik@novezamyk.sk. Head of Municipal Office – Tunde Szekeresova: tunde.szekeresova@novezamyk.sk Newcastles of the World contact: Viktória Botošová, The Secretariat of the Mayor and Deputy Mayor – viktoria.botosova@novezamyk.sk AND Denisa Felixová, , Head of Social Affairs, Education and Culture – denisa.felixova@novezamyk.sk. Telefón:035/ 6921 7850/ 718 523

President, Kota Bharu Municipal Council Islamic City, Malaysia – Ahmad Robert Bin Abd Rahim. ydp@mpkb.gov.my Jalan Hospital, 15000 Kota Bharu., Kelantan Darul Naim, Malaysia. http://www.mpkb.gov.my; Newcastles of the World contact – Azman Mohhdaham; azmohdaham@yahoo.com